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In sensor networks, analyzing power consumption 
before actual deployment is crucial for maximizing service 
lifetime. This paper proposes an instruction-level power 
estimator (IPEN) for sensor networks. IPEN is an accurate 
and fine grain power estimation tool, using an instruction-
level simulator. It is independent of the operating system, so 
many different kinds of sensor node software can be 
simulated for estimation. We have developed the power 
model of a Micaz-compatible mote. The power 
consumption of the ATmega128L microcontroller is 
modeled with the base energy cost and the instruction 
overheads. The CC2420 communication component and 
other peripherals are modeled according to their operation 
states. The energy consumption estimation module profiles 
peripheral accesses and function calls while an application 
is running. IPEN has shown excellent power estimation 
accuracy, with less than 5% estimation error compared to 
real sensor network implementation. With IPEN’s high 
precision instruction-level energy prediction, users can 
accurately estimate a sensor network’s energy 
consumption and achieve fine-grained optimization of their 
software. 
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I. Introduction 

Sensor networks are gaining attention from researchers as 
they can be used as the infrastructure for ubiquitous computing. 
In a sensor network, a vast number of sensor nodes are 
deployed in the physical environment, forming an ad-hoc 
network. For this kind of distributed embedded system, it is 
critical to reduce and optimize the power consumption of the 
nodes as they rely on batteries for their unmanned operation. 
Energy consumption estimation tools are useful for providing 
application programmers with ways to investigate the power 
efficiency of their software. 

Energy consumption estimation in embedded systems can be 
achieved either by measuring actual dissipated energy from 
target hardware or by simulation with an accurate power model. 
Energy consumption in a sensor network cannot be directly 
measured because it is not feasible to install a measurement 
setup for hundreds of nodes. Few studies have been conducted 
on energy estimation tools for sensor networks compared to the 
relatively large number of publications regarding embedded 
systems. Recently, some studies using sensor network 
simulators have been reported. But, these studies did not 
provide accurate estimation result due to the simplicity of their 
models. Inaccurate estimation of energy consumption may 
result in catastrophic disaster when human lives depend on the 
operation of the application. 

In this paper, we propose an instruction level power 
estimator (IPEN) for sensor networks, an energy consumption 
estimation tool for sensor networks based on instruction-level 
simulation of software. Though instruction-level simulation is 
slow compared to other methods of state-based energy 
estimation, it can be very useful where estimation accuracy is 
crucial. With our tool, users can estimate a sensor node’s 
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energy consumption with great accuracy and optimize the 
energy performance of their software based on the fine-grained 
energy profiling result. 

1. Related Works 

Energy consumption estimation techniques for embedded 
systems can be divided into two categories: simulation-based or 
measurement-based. Measurement-based techniques [1]-[3] use 
power measurement equipment while executing applications on 
the target device. Simulation-based methods use a simulator with 
a matching power model of the target device [4]-[7]. 
Architecture-level simulators, such as SimplePower [4] and 
Wattch [5] use a power model of the microprocessor’s functional 
unit. However, they must have an accurate model of the 
processor’s architectural power, which is difficult to acquire. In 
[7], the authors proposed a software-based method without 
knowing the processor’s internal architecture. An instruction-
level power model is generated by measuring power 
consumption while executing a program on the target board. 

In general, measurement-based methods are more accurate 
than simulation-based techniques. However, measurement-
based methods cannot be applied to sensor networks as it is 
infeasible to implement a measurement setup for the hundreds 
of nodes. Recently, several sensor network simulators, such as 
ATEMU [8], SensorSim [9], SENS [10], and TOSSIM [11] 
have been developed for studying network protocols, but not 
for energy estimation. The ATEMU simulates the operation of 
sensors at the instruction level, while SensorSim, SENS, and 
TOSSIM simulate the operation of sensors in state transition 
instead of cycle-accurate simulation. The PowerTOSSIM [12] 
tool is based on TOSSIM, and is used to estimate the energy 
consumption of a sensor network. Though it shows reasonable 
estimation accuracy with a maximum of 13% error [12], this 
may not be accurate enough for estimating the lifetime of 
critical applications. This limitation is mainly due to the state-
based estimation extension of TOSSIM. It ignores power 
fluctuation within each power state of the node. Another 
limitation of PowerTOSSIM is that it can only be used for 
nodes using TinyOS as their operating system (OS). 
Applications using other OSs cannot use it for energy 
estimation. Recently, AEON [13] was proposed as an 
extension to the Avrora [14] simulator for Mica2 nodes. AEON 
is another state-level power model like PowerTOSSIM, but it 
is more accurate than PowerTOSSIM because it is 
implemented on a cycle accurate simulator. In [15], the authors 
developed a cycle accurate sensor network simulator 
comparable to Avrora. After implementing the simulator, they 
demonstrated that it can be used for energy estimation. 
However, they did not have an accurate power model. They 

simply used numbers from a data sheet. There was no 
validation of the simulator’s accuracy. The paper focused 
mainly on the internal design of the simulator. Hence, the focus 
of [15] differs from that of this study. We have developed a 
very accurate and fine-grained power model for the simulator, 
which is the only sensor network energy estimator at the 
instruction-level. Previously proposed estimators use state-
based energy estimation. 

2. Contributions and Paper Organization 

Our proposed simulator, IPEN, uses a discrete-event 
instruction-level simulator for energy estimation. We use the 
simulator which was proposed in [15] and extend it to provide 
accurate energy consumption estimation.  

Evaluation results demonstrate that our power model and 
estimation method can achieve at least 95% accuracy over 26 
benchmark applications, which is more than twice as accurate 
as PowerTOSSIM. Though AEON is also very accurate, 
showing an error rate of less than 5%, our model is more 
accurate than AEON because AEON uses a single value for the 
CPU’s active state. This high estimation accuracy is due to our 
instruction-level energy estimation module. Accurate power 
models of the ATmega128L micro controller, CC2420 radio 
communication chip, and various sensors and actuators are 
achieved by using a software-controlled measurement setup. 
Another advantage of IPEN is that we can simulate sensor 
input value, taking into account the currents induced by sensor 
input stimuli. In IPEN, a configuration file is used to provide 
sensor input profiles. 

SensorSim [9], SENS [10], and PowerTOSSIM [12] do not 
provide fine-grained power profiles since they are not based on 
an instruction-level power model. Though AEON [13] has 
shown its capability for function-level prediction, its accuracy 
cannot be compared to that of IPEN since it is state-based. 
IPEN provides an energy consumption breakdown for each 
onboard hardware component. It also profiles energy 
consumption for each function call within an application. This 
is very useful when a user wants to determine the energy 
efficiency of the software in each function. Though ATEMU 
[8] provides instruction-level sensor network simulation 
capability, it cannot be used for energy consumption estimation 
because it does not have a power model of sensor nodes.  

Another advantage of IPEN is that it can be used with 
various operating systems. As sensor network platforms 
diverge, it is important to be able to obtain energy estimation 
for those various platforms. Since IPEN is based on an 
instruction-level simulator, it can be used for various sensor 
network platforms while Power TOSSIM [12] only works with 
TinyOS. The estimation results for IPEN with 11 TinyOS 
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applications and 15 Nano-qplus [16] applications demonstrate 
excellent accuracy in both cases. 

The power model of IPEN includes the instruction-level 
power model of ATmega128L. We generate the power model 
of ATmega128L using a method similar to that used in [7]. We 
introduced the instruction class concept and the minimum-
maximum (MIN-MAX) operand variation method to simplify 
the modeling process. To our knowledge, this is the first 
reported work on an instruction-level power model of a Micaz 
class mote. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
section II, the overall IPEN framework is explained. In section 
III, we describe our power model in detail. The IPEN estimator 
module design is explained in section IV, and the performance 
of IPEN is evaluated in section V. In section VI, we discuss 
future work and our conclusions. 

II. Energy Consumption Estimation Framework 

The power estimation framework of IPEN consists of a 
machine instruction-level sensor network simulator (MISS), an 
energy consumption estimation module, and a GUI. As shown 
in Fig. 1, the MISS executes machine instructions on multiple 
virtual nodes according to the machine state. The energy 
estimation module is instructed by MISS to update the 
execution profile for the running application. The estimator 
consists of a profiler, the power model of the sensor nodes, and 
a post-processing module. IPEN updates profile variables at 
every instruction cycle of the MISS. Functions, including 
call/return and I/O accesses, are also recorded for post-
processing. When the simulation ends, the profiled result is 
post-processed to compute per-node energy consumption in 
functional calls and hardware components. The developed 
IPEN is integrated with the Eclipse [17] IDE as a plug-in, and 
the estimation result is displayed using the GUI engine. Final 
implementation of IPEN is shown in Fig. 2. The upper half of 
the screen displays a sensor network configuration and the 
lower half shows the energy consumption for each function 
call and the hardware components of all the simulated nodes. 
 

 

Fig. 1. IPEN framework. 
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Fig. 2. Eclipse GUI of IPEN.  
 

In this section, we discuss two background works, which are 
used for the IPEN framework. 

1. Power Modeling Method 

Our target node is Nano-24 [18], which is binary compatible 
with a Micaz mote. Nano-24 has ATmega128L as its 
microcontroller and Chipcon’s CC2420 as the wireless 
interface. It carries various combinations of sensors and 
actuators, including temperature sensors, light sensors, and 
ultrasonic sensors and relays.  

The power model of the target node consists of the 
microcontroller unit (MCU), RF communication unit (CU), 
and other peripherals. The power consumption of 
ATmega128L is modeled using a software programming 
method similar to that used in [7] by Tiwari and others. The 
CU and other peripherals such as the LED, light sensors, and 
actuators are modeled according to their operation state.  

For the MCU power model, we need to generate an energy 
consumption value related to each MCU instruction. In [7], the 
authors proposed that power consumption of a computing 
system can be calculated from the power consumption model 
of the processor’s instruction set. In this method, an assembly 
program is designed and executed for power consumption 
measurement. The program contains an infinite loop of one 
instruction of the processor. During the execution, the average 
power consumption of the processor is measured. This 
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measured power consumption is used for the base energy cost 
of the tested instruction. The base energy cost cannot 
accurately model the power consumption of the processor 
because there are error factors that need to be further modeled 
[7]. The inter-instruction overhead is the dominant factor, 
which cannot be modeled by single instruction measurement. 
It is the current fluctuation induced by the instruction switch 
between two neighboring instructions. Operand variation of 
one instruction is another factor that affects estimation 
accuracy. Therefore, for accurate overall power consumption 
estimation, we model those two factors. The inter-instruction 
overhead and operand-variant overhead are computed using 
empirical measurement.  

The CU and peripheral power models are also generated 
from software-controlled measurement. Since we profile 
operating states of the CU and peripherals during runtime, we 
need to have state-related power models for them. Programs 
are developed to control the operating states of the peripherals. 
During the execution of each program, the power consumption 
of the whole system is measured. The desired peripheral’s 
power consumption in certain states can be computed after 
subtracting the previously measured peripheral’s power 
consumption. 

The generated power model is stored in an external file. In 
this way, we can easily update the power model or apply our 
power estimation framework to other target platforms. The file 
is read when the final energy consumption is computed by the 
post-processing module. 

2. Machine Instruction-Level Sensor Network Simulator 

MISS [15] is a cycle-accurate machine instruction-level 
discrete event simulator for sensor networks. It uses discrete 
event simulation (DEVS); therefore, time-synchronized 
operation of sensor node’s internal and external network can be 
analyzed. The simulation engine consists of virtual sensor 
nodes, a virtual network, and a shell. The virtual sensor node 
module simulates each sensor node, and the virtual network 
module models communication between the nodes. The MISS 
shell processes the user’s commands. 

The simulation engine is implemented in ANSI C. For 
discrete event simulation, the ANSI C simulation library smpl 
[19] was used. The input file formats processed by MISS are 
Intel’s hex-record format and ROM image format. The 
simulation engine loads the binary images to the virtual sensor 
node and executes them.  

Instruction fetch and execution are processed in discrete-
event simulation. The cycle time progresses with the 
occurrence of events. This discrete-event system operates 
according to the predefined state transition diagram of the 

Micaz mote triggered by events. All the Micaz’s components 
are modeled, including the CPU core’s instruction cycle, 
interrupt processing, timer operation, EEPROM access, SPI 
operation, and CC2420 internal operation. Events are 
scheduled according to their state transition sequence. The 
scheduled events are stored in the event list with time stamps, 
and they are executed in order. 

The CC2420’s internal operation is accurately modeled 
within the MISS, and this enables wireless network simulation 
combined with MCU. The operation of sensors can be tested 
using a configuration file. It contains user-provided sensor 
input values and port assignments of the target board.  

Since the MISS runs the actual target binary image, the 
simulator is independent of the target OS. Though current 
implementation is based on the Micaz node, other nodes can be 
modeled for simulation. Various sensors and actuators can be 
simulated by connecting them to the MCU I/O pins. 

III. Power Modeling of Sensor Node 

For the IPEN power model, we used Nano-24 as the target 
sensor node. It has an 8-bit MCU, ATmega128L, and a 2.4 
GHz Zigbee RF module CC2420 on its main board. It can be 
interfaced to a number of sensors and actuators, such as gas, 
humidity, light, temperature, and infrared, ultrasonic sensors 
and relays. Because we use an instruction-level power 
estimation method, we need to create an accurate power model 
of the ATmega128L’s instruction set. Power models of 
peripherals, such as CC2420, sensors, and actuators are created 
according to their operating states.  

In the next subsection, we describe the power modeling 
method in detail and a created power model. 

1. Measurement Setup 

A power supply with a high-speed sampling circuit was 
connected to a sensor node. An HP66311B [20] was used for the 
power supply and for the powermeter. The equipment allows a 
maximum sampling frequency of 66 kHz with 2.5 µA 
precision. We also used a 100 MHz oscilloscope to monitor 
any missing event. The host PC and the power supply were 
connected via a serial port. The current value on the power line 
was sampled with the maximum sampling rate while a program 
was running on the target. We set the equipment output voltage 
as constant. Instead of using an external trigger, we designed the 
test software so that we could identify the starting point of the 
measurement. For that purpose, we intentionally inserted a 
marking operation within the test program, such as turning on or 
off the LEDs. As the test program for the power measurement, 
we used AVR assembly language. 
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2. MCU Power Model 

As mentioned in section II, the power model of the MCU is 
created from two phases. First, we create a base energy cost. 
Second, we investigate error factors related to the software-
based modeling method. Two error factors are considered. One 
is related to operand variation and the other is related to inter-
instruction overhead. Operand variation is compensated by 
averaging current measurements while running instructions 
with minimum and maximum operands. Inter-instruction 
overhead is computed from current deviations while running 
different sequences of instructions. An overhead value is 
determined, and it is simply added to the base cost for the final 
MCU power model. 

A. Base Energy Cost 

Base energy cost is the current consumption induced by each 
separate instruction of the MCU. We measured the base energy 
cost of 133 instructions of the ATmega128L MCU. The 
measurement was performed using a program with an infinite 
loop for each instruction as in [7]. We computed the average 
sampled current consumption values over the program’s 
execution time. The final base energy cost was achieved by 
averaging multiple measurements. 

B. Instruction Overhead Compensation 

The base energy cost cannot accurately model the power 
consumption of an MCU. This is because the variations in the 
instruction sequence and the instruction’s operands cause 
deviations from the base energy cost. Therefore, we need to 
model these instruction overheads and adjust the base energy 
cost. 

The first overhead factor is operand variation. Different 
operands of an instruction draw different amounts of current as 
they turn on and off different numbers of transistors within the 
MCU. For accurate model creation, measuring power 
consumption with every combination of operands is needed. 
This leads to an exponential increase in the number of required 
measurements and makes our MCU power model more 
complex. Increased complexity in the power model slows 
down the power estimation process. 

For this reason, instead of performing the whole combination 
of operands, we measure for only two extreme cases. Two 
operands for each instruction are selected for the maximum 
(MAX) and the minimum (MIN) power consumption. The 
selection of the operands should reflect not only the operand 
but also the micro operation of the instruction. The operand 
selected as MIN is not the operand with minimum value. It 
should be understood as the operand that induces minimum 
power consumption. The operand for MAX should be  

 

Fig. 3. Compensation of operand variation. 
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Table 1. Subset of the ATmega128L power model after MIN-MAX 
compensation.                                  (mA)

Instruction MIN MAX Power model 

ADD 8.409 9.265 8.837 

SUB 8.401 8.779 8.590 

AND 8.464 10.724 9.594 

ORI 8.679 10.803 9.741 

LDX 8.552 9.926 9.924 

STX 8.585 10.706 9.645 

BRBS 8.531 10.066 9.298 

BREQ 8.448 10.261 9.366 

SEC 8.448 8.488 8.468 

CLS 8.332 8.437 8.384 

 

  

Fig. 4. Current draw with operand variation. 
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interpreted in a similar way. Figure 3 shows one example of an 
LDI instruction. The left program has 0X00 as the MIN 
operand and the right program has an alternating series of 
0X00 and 0XFF for the MAX. As shown in this figure, we 
average those two measurements for the final compensated 
base cost of the instruction. Figure 4 shows that operand 
variation has a linear relationship to the current draw as 
expected. For the branch instructions, such as BRBS and 
BREQ, the MAX value was measured when the branch was 
taken, and the MIN was measured when the branch was not 
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taken. The branch destination address was chosen to have 
minimum or maximum current flow. Table 1 shows part of the 
power model after MIN and MAX adjustment. 

The second overhead factor is the inter-instruction 
overhead. Inter-instruction overhead is the power variation 
that occurs when two neighboring instructions cause circuit 
switches within the MCU [7]. The cost of a pair of 
instructions is always greater than the base cost of the pair, 
and the difference is called the inter-instruction overhead. 
Instead of measuring the overhead for every combination of 
instructions, we generate one nominal value, which can be 
added for every instruction pair. To determine the overhead, 
we group all the MCU instructions into five classes having 
instructions with similar micro-operations and base energy 
cost assigned to the same class. Those five groups are ADD, 
AND, LD, BRANCH, and SET_CLR. After the 
classification, we measure inter-instruction overhead in two 
steps. First, we generate inter-instruction overhead within a 
class (in-class overhead). Then, we choose one representative 
instruction from each class and measure inter-instruction 
overhead among them (inter-class overhead). We use the 
mean value of in-class and inter-class overheads as our 
eventual inter-instruction overhead. Using this method, we 
can greatly reduce the modeling process without sacrificing 
model accuracy. The computed inter-instruction overhead is 
0.42 mA for ATmega128L. 

3. Peripheral Power Model 

Peripherals on the sensor node are modeled according to their 
operation state. The state-based power model is referenced by 
MCU I/O instructions that change the peripheral’s state during 
software simulation. 

The Zigbee communication module CC2420 has TX, RX, 
and IDLE modes. We measured the power consumption of 
those three operating modes by running test programs on the 
sensor node. For the measurement, a sensor network with two 
sensor nodes was constructed, one for TX, and the other for 
RX. We also measured the power consumption with various 
TX power levels. 

Other peripherals, such as sensors and actuators have 
binary states, ON and OFF. For sensors, input values affect 
the power consumption of the node, and they are measured 
with varying input values. Humidity sensors and 
temperatures sensor show less power variation in relation to 
input value changes, and we use a constant value as their 
power model. However, light sensors and gas sensors show 
large power variations. In these cases, we used equations 
instead of one nominal value for the power models. Table 2 
shows the modeling results. 

Table 2. Peripheral power model (v: sensor value, optime: operation 
time). 

 Peripheral Power model (mA) 

Sensor 

Light 
Temperature
Humidity 
Gas 
IR 
Ultrasonic 

0.030 + 0.002 × v 
0.3999 
1.471 

174.618 + (73 – v × 0.049) 
1.378 + 13.290 × v 
13.265 + v × 0.011 

LED 
Red 
Green 
Yellow 

4.441 
3.636 
3.966 

Radio 

Idle 
Rx 
Tx 0 dBm 
Tx -1 dBm 
Tx -3 dBm 
Tx -5 dBm 
Tx -7 dBm 
Tx -10 dBm
Tx -15 dBm
Tx -25 dBm

0.499 
19.585 
17.395 
16.315 
14.925 
13.910 
12.755 
11.415 
10.070 

8.635 

Actuator
DC relay 
AC relay 

27.19 × 0.004 + 38.932 × (optime – 0.004)
104.65 × 0.013 + 142.375 × (optime – 0.013)

 

 

Fig. 5. State diagram of the IPEN. 
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IV. Estimator Module Design 

After generating the instruction-based power model of the 
sensor nodes, energy consumption estimation of a running 
application can be computed with the estimator module of 
IPEN. The estimator module profiles the execution of MCU 
instructions and computes energy consumption. Therefore, it is 
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tightly coupled with the MISS simulator. It breaks down each 
node’s power consumption into peripherals of the node and 
function calls of the application.  

For implementation of the estimator module, the simulator is 
modified in a way that reduces profiling overhead. This is 
achieved by separating the estimation process into profiling 
and post-processing. While an application is running on the 
simulator, the estimator module records instruction occurrences 
and I/O accesses of the application. When the user requests an 
estimation result, IPEN stops simulation and computes energy 
consumption for each peripheral and function call using the 
power model. The generated estimation result is written to a 
file and the IPEN GUI accesses it to display on the screen.  

Figure 5 shows the state diagram of IPEN. There are three 
states in the estimator module: Init, Profile, and Estimation. 
Each state is further explained in the following subsection. 

1. Init State 

When IPEN starts, it enters into the INIT state of the estimator. 
The estimator initializes the data structures for the profiling and 
estimation processes. It accesses the power model of the sensor 
nodes and loads it onto the initialized data structure. Data 
structures for the application’s function calls are initialized. As 
IPEN generates the function level energy estimation, function 
names and their loading addresses are acquired from the ELF 
file’s symbol table. Sensors and actuators used for the application 
are provided by the sensor node configuration file. According to 
the configuration, the estimator module initializes the required 
profiling data structures. 

2. Profile State 

This state is entered when the simulation starts. Actual 
profiling of MCU operation and peripheral accesses are 
performed during this state. As the profiling works in parallel 
with simulation, this can slow down the simulation. For this 
reason, the profiling process should be attached to the simulator 
with minimum computation. Counters are used to record the 
number of occurrences of instructions. Peripheral counters keep 
the duration in each operation state. In MCU profiling, the 
instruction counters for each function are increased when the 
instruction is executed. The RF communication and other 
peripherals accumulate duration time for each operating state. 
IPEN maintains these counters for each function. For peripherals, 
I/O instructions are used as the accessing events. Profiling 
processes for MCU, RF, and other peripherals are described in 
the following subsections. 

A. MCU 

Every MCU instruction is associated with one instruction 

counter. When the MCU executes an instruction, the counter is 
increased by one. As shown in Fig. 5, this operation is 
performed at the end of the MCU’s instruction cycle and when 
the Instruction_End event occurs. The instruction counters are 
related to each function call of the application, and when a new 
function is called, current data structures, including counters, 
are stored, and the data structures of the called function are 
loaded for counting. Energy consumption of each function call 
can be computed using the function-related instruction counters. 
Hence, when CALL, ICALL, and RCALL instructions are 
executed, after handling their counters, the current function’s 
data structures are pushed onto a stack, and the called 
function’s name is found using the function pointer, which was 
loaded in the Init state. The new function’s data structure is 
activated and counting starts at each Instruction_End event. 
After a function call, when the simulator executes RET 
instruction, IPEN pops out the previously pushed function’s 
data structure from the stack. 

We also profile interrupt activity separately from the regular 
function calls. The JMP and RETI instructions are used to 
identify entrance to and return from an interrupt service routine. 
Hence, interrupts occurring within a function call are clearly 
separated, and IPEN can provide accurate function level 
energy consumption estimation. 

B. RF Module 

Profiling the CC2420 RF module is different from profiling 
the MCU because we monitor the duration of the defined states 
instead of the instruction counters. The RF profiling is called 
from the SPI event of the MISS since the MCU sends 
commands over the SPI interface to CC2420. Figure 5 shows 
that the estimator uses SPI commands, such as ON/OFF, TX, 
RX, and IDLE to profile RF activity. The RF module profiling 
computes the duration of each CC2420 operating state. When 
the simulator executes the I/O instructions sending CC2420 
commands, the estimator starts computing the duration of the 
operating state. The internal state machine of CC2420 was 
modeled inside of the MISS, and the duration time can be 

 

 

Fig. 6. Current consumption of CC2420 during data transmission.
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Table 3. Energy estimation result running 3 different applications in 3 nodes. 

Node Function Time (s) Total (mJ) MCU Comm LED Sensor Actuator

0 router100.c 

 Total 12.02514 614.072 384.449 117.437 112.187 0 0 

 Start_Up 0.00105 0.035 0.0350 0 0 0 0 

 Main 0.00000 0.000 0 0 0 0 0 

 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

 mcpsDataRequest 0.00003 0.001 0.001 0 0 0 0 

1 sensor110.c 

 Total 11.69905 1227.644 371.928 755.342 76.592 535.902 0 

 Start_Up 0.00093 0.074 0.074 0.031 0 0.043 0 

 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

 mrxProcessAcknowledge 0.00004 0.005 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 

2 sink0.c 

 Total 12.33953 1313.324 392.070 798.133 123.220 0.000 0.000 

 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

 

accurately estimated. The CC2420’s internal state transitions 
when it received a TX command from the MCU are shown in 
Fig. 6. The figure shows the measured current on the power 
line of CC2420 when it transmits a packet over RF. It clearly 
depicts CC2420’s internal state transition. Region (1) is when 
CC2420 listens to radio channel before transmission. Region 
(2) is the actual transmission period. Region (3) is when the 
node is waiting for the ACK from the destination. Region (4) is 
when the CC2420 is the state transition delay for the 8 or 12 
symbol periods before TX or RX. Thus, the exact duration of 
each operation state is computed based on the CC2420’s 
internal state machine. The packet length of the transmitted 
packet is also considered during the profiling process. 

C. Other Peripherals 

Other peripherals are profiled as I/O_EVENT as shown in 
Fig. 5. IPEN catches the I/O port or register accesses during 
simulation and identifies state changes. When a state change is 
detected, the estimator module refreshes the previous state’s 
duration time and starts counting the duration of the current 
state.  

3. Estimation State 

This state computes the energy consumption and generates 
the report. This state is entered when the user asks for the 
energy estimation report to be shown during simulation. It 
generates an estimation event at the MISS and the estimator 

module starts post-processing. Profiled instruction counters, 
duration time, execution times, the power model, and function 
call data are used to compute the energy breakdown for nodes 
in each peripheral and function call. 

The total energy consumed by an application, Etotal can be 
computed as the sum of the MCU total energy EMCU and the 
peripheral total energy EPeripherals . It can be expressed as  

,sPeripheralMCUtotal EEE +=

,)()()( 0∑ ∑ ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=
f fiMCU IiIViCtriCPICCTE

,)()(∑ ∑ ⋅⋅=
f i fsPeripheral iIViE τ  

where Ctrf (i) is the profiled counter value for the instruction i 
in function f, I(i) is the instruction i’s power model, Io is the inter-
instruction overhead, CPI(i) is the clock cycles per instruction i, 
and CCT is the cycle time of the system. For our sensor node 
running in 8 MHz clock, the CCT becomes 1.25×10-7s with an 
input voltage of 3.3 V. The total peripheral energy consumption 
EPeripheral is computed by multiplying the peripheral i’s 
operation time τ(i) by the peripheral’s operating power 
consumption, where I(i) is the peripheral i’s power model. 

Table 3 shows the estimation report running different 
applications on three sensor nodes. Each row shows the 
energy consumption within peripherals for a function call. 
The columns show the energy consumption of each node’s 
function calls. Node 2 is the sink node collecting sensor data 
over the RF link and consumes 798 mJ in the communication 
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module. Node 1 periodically samples sensor inputs and 
transfers them to node 1 through the router node 0. Hence, 
node 1 consumes 535 mJ for sensing and 755 mJ for 
transferring data. 

V. Evaluation 

The accuracy of the IPEN energy estimation depends on that 
of the power model we have generated and on that of the 
estimator module. To check its effectiveness and the validity of 
IPEN, we performed three experiments. First, we evaluated the 
accuracy of our power model with a single sensor node. Then, 
we verified the accuracy of the estimated energy consumption 
using various network applications compared to measured data 
from real sensor networks. Finally, we investigated the 
estimation overhead incurred by the simulator. Measurement 
was done using an HP66311B power supply, and we cross 
verified using a Fluke189 high accuracy digital multimeter. For 
each measurement, we measured at least 5 times. The average 
measurement error was 0.02 mA, and its standard deviation 
was 0.0089 mA. 

1. Accuracy of Power Model 

To validate the accuracy of our power model, we ran a series 
of sensor network applications both on IPEN and on an actual 
mote connected to the measurement instrument. We selected 
sample Nano-Qplus applications, which read sensor inputs and 
transfer them to the PC periodically through a serial port. Since 
they do not use RF communication, they can be used for power 
model validation excluding the RF communication component. 
Table 4 shows the experimental results. Applications using LED, 
light, temperature, humidity, and gas sensors were tested. All 
applications were executed for 30 seconds. Since, as noted in 
section III, power consumption of light and gas sensors are 
affected by input values, we needed to provide sensor input data 
from the actual mote to the IPEN before simulation. During the 
test with an actual mote, we provided constant light and gas input 
 

Table 4. Measured vs. simulated energy consumption for various
Nano-Qplus applications. 

Benchmark Measured (mJ) Simulated (mJ) Accuracy (%)

LED 1165.738 1151.249 98.75 

Light 1317.905 1261.924 95.75 

Temperature 1209.958 1182.892 97.76 

Humidity 1129.397 1097.113 97.14 

Gas 18701.467 18683.018 99.91 

 

 

Fig. 7. Accuracy after inter-instruction overhead compensation.
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to the sensors. The sensor inputs recorded during the test were 
written onto the simulator’s configuration file. The IPEN read in 
the constants during the Init state of estimator module as 
explained in section IV. Since these applications do not use radio 
communication, we could validate only the power model of 
MCU and sensors. As Table 4 shows, our estimation results 
match the measured values with less than 5% error.  

This high accuracy was achieved with successful instruction 
overhead compensation. The effect of overhead compensation in 
the MCU power model is shown in Fig. 7. With our proposed 
overhead compensation method, estimation errors are reduced 
by about 5%. 

2. Accuracy of Total Power Consumption Estimation 

To validate IPEN’s estimation accuracy in a networked 
environment, we selected three sample Nano-Qplus network 
applications such as Detect, Star-Network and Press. They 
configure a network into star and multi-hop topologies as 
shown in Fig. 8.  

In Detect, gas and light sensor inputs are sampled 
continuously and transferred to the sink node via a router node. 
In Fig. 8(a), the first node is running as the sink, the second as a 
router, and the third as a sensor node. Each node runs its own 
application. For this reason, we measured energy consumption 
for all three nodes. For Star-Network, four sensor nodes 
continuously read their ADC ports and sent them to the sink 
node as shown in Fig. 8(b). We show results only for two 
nodes because, with the exception of the sink node at the center, 
all the other nodes ran the same sensing application.  

Press is an application for a factory where a sensor detects 
the motion of a press machine and sends the data to the sink 
node using multi-hop routing. A multi-hop topology for Press 
is shown in Fig. 8(c), where the sensor node determines the 
route to the sink in the order of node 1, node 5, and node 6. For 
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this case, we tested for all the nodes participating in the data 
transfer. Simulation and measurement were performed for 60  

 
 

Fig. 8. Network topologies for Nano-Qplus applications. 
(c) Press 

(a) Detect (b) Star-Network 

 
 

Table 5. Energy consumption of Nano-Qplus applications. 

Application File Measured (mJ) Simulated (mJ) Acc (%)

Sensor110 34824.240 36320.398 95.9 

Router100 6475.590 6391.506 98.7 Detect 

Sink0 6625.278 6527.380 98.5 

Sink 5810.112 5736.206 98.7 Star-
Network Sensor 2216.610 2215.517 100 

Sink1 6068.502 5956.689 98.1 

Router1 6072.066 5963.158 98.2 

Router5 6558.948 6470.180 98.6 

Router6 6168.888 5993.597 97.2 

Press 

Sense11 5883.173 5668.967 96.4 

Table 6. Energy consumption of TinyOS applications. 

Application Measured (mJ) Simulated (mJ) Acc (%)

Blink 1376.100 1440.303 95.5 

CntToLeds 2114.640 2186.830 98.29 

CntToLedsAndRfm 6091.668 6036.028 99.1 

TestUart 1480.248 1440.306 97.3 

TestTinyAlloc 2066.328 2123.468 97.3 

TestWDT 1849.320 1905.396 97.1 

GenericBase 5013.756 4835.041 96.4 

TOSBase 5013.756 4835.041 96.4 

RfmToLeds 2453.814 2388.688 97.3 
HighFrequencySampling 5598.846 5574.821 100 

seconds, and the results are shown in Table 6. As the table 
shows, all the estimation errors are less than 5%. Note that the 
largest error was detected at the sensor nodes. This is because 
we do not use continuous sensor input profiling during the 
simulation, while the sensor input data varies continuously 
during measurement. 

Another experiment was performed with TinyOS 
applications. The reason for this experiment was to 
demonstrate IPEN’s capability to estimate for different 
operating systems. Table 6 shows the estimation accuracy for 
the selected TinyOS applications. The results show estimation 
accuracy in a range from 95% to 99%. During the benchmark 
measurement, we used the HP66311B with window averaging. 
Instead of logging all the fluctuation, we had to average the 
current readings and this reduced accuracy. This could be one 
major reason that our measured values are larger than the 
simulation values, as shown in Table 5. If we used a faster 
sampling rate, our estimation accuracy would be further 
improved. 

We can verify that IPEN can estimate energy consumption 
of sensor network applications with great accuracy. 

3. Estimation Overhead 

Since instruction-level simulation requires computing power, 
our extension of the MISS for energy estimation should not 
incur large overhead to the simulator. Our estimator module 
was implemented with simple counters and data structures to 
minimize the overhead. We ran a CntToRfm tinyOS application 
with one sensor node and measured its execution time before 
and after the modification of the simulator. The simulator was 
run on an Intel Pentium 3 GHz PC running with 1 GB RAM. 
Figure 9 shows the comparison results. Running time on the 
target for 60 seconds can be simulated for 4.344 seconds before 
modification. After the modification to include our estimation 
module, it took 4.516 seconds. Hence, the IPEN overhead is 
about 3.9% of the simulation time without the estimator 
module. Overall, our estimation module induces a linear 
overhead to the simulator. 

 
 

Fig. 9. Simulation overhead. 
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4. Comparison of IPEN, AEON, and PowerTOSSIM 

If we compare the accuracy of PowerTOSSIM to IPEN, our 
prediction error is less than 5%, and that of PowerTOSSIM is 
less than 13%. Moreover, our instruction-level power model 
generates an energy consumption estimation for each function 
of the test program while PowerTOSSIM only provides total 
consumption. Compared to AEON, IPEN’s accuracy is almost 
the same as that of AEON. However, our power model and 
estimation process is more precise. This is because IPEN 
generates an instruction-based power model. In [13], the 
authors did not provide enough evidence for AEON’s accuracy. 
Another advantage of IPEN is that it provides fine-grained 
prediction capability. Though AEON demonstrated function-
level energy prediction, it is still based on the CPU’s state. 
Hence, for function-level energy estimation, IPEN is more 
accurate than AEON. 

It is difficult to directly compare our power model’s accuracy 
with that of AEON and PowerTOSSIM for two reasons. First, 
our model is generated for Micaz compatible nodes which 
contain CC2420 instead of CC1000 in Mica2. Second, our CPU 
power model contains the Micaz board’s power as well. Thus, 
the test conditions were not exactly the same as those of AEON 
and PowerTOSSIM when we generated the power model. In 
[13], the authors claimed that, for the CntToLedsAndRfm 
application, AEON is more accurate than PowerTOSSIM. 
However, on PowerTOSSIM, the authors of [12] provided 
measured energy consumption which is better matched to 
PowerTOSSIM’s prediction. The AEON paper did not show the 
measured current draw for the application. As an interesting 
comparison, Power TOSSIM, AEON, and IPEN predicted the 
values for the CPU as 743.57 mJ, 653.7 mJ, and 1020 mJ, 
respectively. Despite those differences in the predictions, each 
paper says that an accuracy of more than 97% was achieved. We 
suspect that the measurement setups used for the papers are 
different, and this results in different measurement values, thus, 
resulting in different power models. However, since each power 
model was validated using its own measurement setup that was 
used during power model generation, each paper can show high 
accuracy. We believe that comparing measured values across 
different power models is not useful for this reason. Regarding 
the accuracy of our prediction, we can say that we validated the 
high accuracy of our prediction within our measurement 
framework. We think our prediction tool can surpass other 
models because we can estimate current fluctuation even during 
the CPU’s active period. 

VI. Conclusion and Future Work 

Estimating energy consumption in sensor network 

applications before real deployment is critical to estimate 
service lifetime and to optimize energy consumption within a 
network. In this paper, we developed a new energy estimation 
tool for sensor networks, IPEN. For this tool, an instruction-
level power model of a Micaz-compatible sensor node is 
generated. The estimator module was designed such that 
energy consumption estimation can be achieved with less 
overhead and great accuracy.  

Evaluation results have proven that our power model and 
estimation process are highly accurate with less than 5% error. 
Another important advantage of IPEN is that it can be used for 
various operating systems. We have demonstrated this with 
two different sensor node operating systems, and we achieved 
great accuracy in both cases. Since our simulator can run 
different applications on each node, our estimation tool can be 
used for more generalized sensor network configurations.  

Though instruction-level simulation can be slow for large 
scale network simulation, IPEN can play an important role 
where estimation accuracy is critical.  

The accuracy of the IPEN power model and estimation 
process will further be improved. The deployment topology 
and radio environment will be considered in later work. We are 
currently working on applying IPEN to optimize energy 
consumption in sensor networks and improve estimation 
accuracy. 
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